Abstract. In traditional database domain, k-anonymity is a hotspot in data publishing for privacy protection. In this paper, we study how to use k-anonymity in uncertain data set, use influence matrix of background knowledge to describe the influence degree of sensitive attribute produced by QI attributes and sensitive attribute itself, use BK(L,K)-clustering to present equivalent class with diversity, and a novel UDAK-anonymity model via anatomy is proposed for relational uncertain data. We will extend our ideas for handling how to solve privacy information leakage problem by using UDAK-anonymity algorithms in another paper.
Introduction
With the rising of data mining technology and the appearances of data stream and uncertain data technology etc, individual data, the enterprise data are possibly leaked at any moments, so the data security has become nowadays the main topic of information security. With the development of Sensor network, Web service and RFID in recent years, uncertain data has become ubiquitous in economy, military, logistics, finance, telecommunication areas and so on. Uncertain data management and privacy protection have become an important research direction and a hot area of research [1] .
K-anonymity [2] , a model put forward by Samarati P and Sweeney L in 1998 to avoid privacy leaks, requests existence of a certain amount of unrecognizable individuals in the publicized data which make the aggressor disable to distinguish the concrete individual of privacy, and prevent the leak of individual privacy. K-anonymity got the universal concern of the academic circles, and a lot of scholars research and develop the technology on different levels. But it was a k-anonymity privacy protection model of deterministic data, currently, research in uncertain data publishing based on k-anonymity is limited, it needs a new model to represent the k-anonymity privacy protection of uncertain data.
Charu C. Aggarwal [3] presents an uncertain version of the k-anonymity model, which has the additional feature of introducing greater uncertainty for the adversary over an equivalent deterministic model. He tests the effectiveness of the privacy transformation on the problems of query estimation and classification, and show that the technique retains greater accuracy than other k-anonymity models. Wu jiawei, et al. explore several new modeling methods [4] . A model space which consists of K attr , K tuple , K upperlower and K tree model is built, the K attr model uses the attribute-ors ways to describe the uncertainty in the quasi-identifier attribute(QI) values of the k-anonymity privacy protection model, the K tuple model takes QI values as relations and use the tuple-ors ways to describe the relations．The completeness and closure about these models are discussed. This paper explores a new k-anonymity privacy protection model for relational uncertainty data by anatomy. 
Related concepts

k-anonymity
…
An is a generalization sequence or a functional generalization sequence [6] . Fig.1 Influence matrix based on background knowledge. Background knowledge describes the influence of a variety of SI produced by QI [7, 8] . Background knowledge can be acquired from domain expert, and also can be acquired by analyzing basic data directly. We use relation and sensitive degree matrix M S to describe the influence degree of SI produced by QI and SI itself, introducing notation as follows:
t ij :the influence degree of NO. j SI produced by NO. i QI. b i :the weight of SI value of NO. i. Influence matrix M S is with m rows and n+1 columns, m is the number of SI, n is the number of QI attribute, then the matrix is as follows: 
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The weight value of t ij and b i is specified by expert or experience value, for example, we can divide weight of QI in Table 1 into 5 grades, 1,0.8,0.4,0.1,0, and divide weight of S in Table 1 Constructs for Uncertainty. There are two different constructs for u-tuples(uncertain tuples) [11, 12] : attribute-ors: An attribute-or in a u-tuple specifies a set of alternative values for an attribute. For example, t1 contains an attribute-or in its first field and represents one of two possible tuples: (Bachelor, insomnia) or (Master, insomnia). tuple-ors: A tuple-or in a u-tuple specifies a set of possible tuples. For example, the uncertainty in the previous example can also be represented by: Generalize QIs which include uncertain data with attribute-ors construct and divide the uncertainty SI into two or more fields of SI. For example, Table 6 is the original data table including uncertain data with attribute-ors construct, Table 7(deterministic uncertian data table) is the deterministic data table by generalization and partition according to Table 7 , t1[QIID]=22 means the second field(Education) is the generalization value of uncertain data according to generalization hierarchies (Fig.1) , and it has two uncertain data(two child nodes), t2 [QIID] =SI2 means the uncertainty SI attribute was divided into two fields of SI attribute, t2
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Advanced Engineering Forum Vols. 6-7 Table 7 The deterministic data table by generalization and partition according to Table 6 Num [13] . Similarly, we can use UDAK-anonymity model to deal with tuple-ors construct of uncertainty, owing to the limitation of the scope, I won't discuss it in this post.
Conclusion
This paper proposed specific modeling method of k-anonymity privacy protection of uncertain data via anatomy, and presented new models of k-anonymity privacy protection, UDAK-anonymity. UDAK-anonymity model not only kept the characteristic of uncertian data, but also provided more useful information for the user, improved the utility of uncertain data. Owing to the limitation of the scope, we will extend our ideas for handling how to solve privacy information leakage problem by using UDAK-anonymity algorithms in another paper.
